Transitional Residential Treatment is Moving May 1, 2019!

All current MHP Transitional Residential Treatment clients will move the week of May 1, 2019. New clients starting care that week will begin at the new location.

Withdrawal Mgmt
3180 Airport Rd.
Boulder, CO 80304

Warner House
2833 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80304

See back for details.
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Transitional Residential Treatment

A live-in treatment program, located at MHPs Warner House, for those recovering from substance abuse or dependence. This program runs from four to six weeks and encourages a structured lifestyle with household chore contributions, individual therapy, group therapy and skill building.

Warner House provides a living environment for clients that more closely resembles a home, including the following amenities:

- A communal gathering area
- Calm outdoor space
- Close to public transportation
- Easy access to downtown Boulder

Need Crisis Support?

If you or someone you know are in need of immediate mental health support please call the 24/7 Crisis Line

1 (844) 493-TALK

Mental Health PARTNERS

Healthy minds, healthy lives, healthy communities